THE ADVENTURE OF LEARNING SPANISH
Living in Spain is the quickest and most effective way to learn Spanish. Here you can practice Spanish with qualified native teachers both inside and outside the classroom in the most natural and pleasant way; you will not only learn the language, but also be surrounded by the culture.

In addition, you will have the support of a multilingual professional team that will organize your stay and make you feel at home. Idiomas Carlos V offers language stays and Spanish courses for all levels.

You can also prepare for the DELE exam, organize a linguistic stay, all while living in Spain, learning Spanish and, especially, living an unforgettable experience at Idiomas Carlos V.
**SPANISH**

**Studying Spanish will always set you apart**

- Spanish is the second most spoken language in the world after Mandarin, as well as the second most widely spoken language in the US.

- Do you have a strong desire to travel? Spanish is the official language in many countries and being able to speak it allows you to travel to places you have yet to discover.

- If you speak Spanish, you will have more job placement opportunities, because Spanish is a highly useful language in business, commercial relations and in jobs related to the services sector.

---

**IN THE WORLD**

- **The Second Most Used Language**
  - 7.5% of the world population speaks Spanish

**IN THE INTERNET**

- **Third Most Used Language**
  - 79% of users communicate in Spanish

**IN THE ECONOMY**

- **Third Most Used Language for Trade**
  - 6.2% of World GDP Spanish speakers’ contribution

---

"I really liked the Spanish class that we had... very pleasant and fun."

-Vicktor, France-
MOTHER TONGUE FOR MORE THAN 496 MILLION PEOPLE

591 MILLION SPANISH SPEAKERS

24 MILLION STUDENTS OVER THE WORLD

Spanish speakers in millions of people

2021 591
2068 726
Anyone can offer language courses. We offer more:

**Experience**
Idiomas Carlos V has more than 10 years of experience in teaching Spanish, English, German, French and Italian.

**Quality**
Idiomas Carlos V is an Accredited Center by the Cervantes Institute for Spanish teaching.

**Management**
Our magnificent staff will help you with the administrative procedures to facilitate your stay at our school.

**Location**
Our schools are located in the center of Seville, Malaga and Madrid, well connected, safe and close to tourist areas.

**Personalization**
You can personalize your stay 100% and adapt it to your needs.
I've had a fantastic time, it's a wonderful city. You can visit many places, walk around the center, I have done many things with my roommates.

-Jannis, Germany-
SEVILLE

A famous Spanish song says: “Seville has a special color” and it is true indeed! The sun, the scent of orange blossoms, the blue sky, its beautiful streets, the white and honey yellow colors of building facades make Seville a jewel of the South.

• Get to know the outgoing nature of the Sevillians and try its wonderful cuisine.

• Enjoy its tourist sights, visit museums, dance through its streets and, all without spending a lot of money!

• Stroll around its streets that were inscribed by UNESCO and discover the beauty of one of the most stunning cities in Spain.

• Seville offers a wide range of tourist options and is much more affordable than other Spanish cities.

• Bring your sunglasses because Seville has more than 300 sunny days per year and an average temperature of 18ºC / 65ºF.

• Fly directly to Seville thanks to its international airport. Organize a getaway to Cadiz or Malaga by train or bus because they are so close. Or we can set off for Madrid on a high-speed train.

“we have been in different groups and we have been able to socialize with so many different people and discover new things.”

- Francesca, Italy-
MALAGA

Nestled on the Costa del Sol, Malaga is for those who not only love the beach, but also enjoy the mountains.

• The most cosmopolitan city in Southern Spain due to the large number of foreign tourists who visit it, looking for the sunlight and warmth of its beaches.

• You can get to the international airport with great ease or move to another part of the country thanks to the high-speed train network.

• You will taste tapas around its streets and you will discover its rich history and its most illustrious neighborhoods.

• Malaga perfectly combines the classic and modern styles, and has something for everyone. In the center of the city, you can live out a more touristy experience, and the new remodeled areas to have a more urban and cosmopolitan adventure.

• The sea and the beach as the backdrop of the city of Malaga offers its visitors kilometers of walking to see the beautiful landscapes, the delightful streets and share some of the best experiences by the Mediterranean Sea.

“I really enjoyed classes in Idiomas Carlos V, I really love our teacher, she is the best!”
-Laura, Polonia-
A wide cultural offer: museums, monuments, palaces, parks, gardens and gastronomic routes that will immerse you into Spanish culture.

Easy mobility throughout the city owing to its excellent subway network.

A large number of major Spanish companies and important international organizations so that you may carry out a professional internship, putting into practice not only your training, but also your knowledge of Spanish.

Madrid is a multicultural city where you can meet people from all over the world who, like you, come to Spain to learn Spanish. It is a great opportunity to practice Spanish with people from all around the world!

Madrid is the capital of Spain and can boast about its magnificent location, right in the center of the country. You can visit any part of Spain from there or, as a saying says: “from Madrid to Heaven”. The capital of Spain offers so much more.

“I really loved Spain and its architecture and culture, plenty of History.”

-Caitlyn, United States-
**OUR COURSES**

**Intensive course**
Learn Conversational Spanish with us for 4 hours per day from Monday to Friday. This course is aimed for people who want to learn Spanish at any level, from A1 to C2, and for all ages. The classes are based on the development of the 4 skills using a communicative approach. A maximum of 10 students per class to ensure effective teaching and learning. The student can join any week of the year.

**Study Abroad**
Study abroad is geared towards students looking to experience new places and cultures while earning credits towards their degree. It allows students to gain a global perspective and make lifelong friends while honing their language skills.

In a global economy the opportunity to take college courses in another country opens many new career paths and leads one to tap into undiscovered interests and talents.

Our study abroad program will help fulfill both your personal and professional goals while providing a complete linguistic and cultural immersion in Spain.
Long-term Course

The long-term Spanish course of 20 sessions per week is aimed at students and young professionals who would like to prepare their level of Spanish in order to enroll in University, Higher Education or Official Educational Institutions in Spain. This course enables the student to be able to successfully take their entrance exam and to triumphantly pass any exam in Spanish necessary to continue studying in Spain. Classes will consist of fewer than 10 students and are equipped with the latest materials and technology to make teaching and learning optimal. Students residing outside the European Union, who need a visa to carry out their studies, will be supported by a professional, multidisciplinary and multilingual team who will be in charge of managing this type of documentation.

Summer Program

Program designed for students, between 14 and 18 years old, to enjoy the months of July and August during their summer holidays. The summer program can take place in Seville, Malaga or Madrid. Over the course of their 2-week stay in Spain, students will have Spanish classes together with an entertaining active schedule, and an extensive cultural program.

School Groups

This program is specially designed and thought for linguistic and cultural immersion of groups of students, from 14 years old, and their teachers who would like to spend one week or more in Spain to learn or improve their Spanish, carry out internships in companies from another country different from their own in order to gain more linguistic fluency and experience, and visit educational institutions or professional workshops.
WE ARE AN ACCREDITED CENTER BY THE CERVANTES INSTITUTE

The Cervantes Institute was created in 1991 to promote and spread the Spanish language and Latin American culture. The network of accredited schools is present in 87 cities, in 44 different countries, on 5 continents. Our quality has been expressly certified by the Cervantes Institute.

- In Seville, Idiomas Carlos V is an Accredited Center by the Cervantes Institute.
- In Malaga, Idiomas Carlos V is an Accredited Center by the Cervantes Institute.
- In Madrid, Academia Paraninfo, is an Accredited Center by the Cervantes Institute.

This certificate verifies that our center has passed very specific controls and also guarantees institutional superior quality and, of course, continuous improvement.
Why choose an Accredited Center by the Cervantes Institute?

The Cervantes Institute accreditation guarantees that our school:

• Complies with the legal and quality requirements demanded by the Cervantes Institute for the teaching of Spanish as a foreign language.

• Carries out rigorous and true advertising and marketing with respect to the offer made.

• Has a lesson plan that facilitates the progress of our students.

• Offers clear information on course prices, conditions and complementary services.

• Has appropriate resources for teaching.

The Cervantes Institute carries out inspections every 2 years to renew accreditations.
Teaching Spanish

Idiomas Carlos V Spanish classes from A1 to C2 with no more than 10 students per class, to create a dynamic, familiar and close environment with the teacher. Courses run from 3 sessions a week up to intensive courses of 20 sessions a week. They can range from 1 week to a full year.

Accommodation

Do not worry if you do not know where you are going to stay. Idiomas Carlos V offers you a wide variety of safe and comfortable accommodations with Spanish families, student residences or flatshares in double or single rooms to make a pleasant stay. All of them have different room and board options.

Transport

Students will be helped with their transfer needs and our advice for the use of public transport during their stay. We also organize the transport necessary during cultural and leisure visits inside and outside the city.

Professional internships in companies and training visits

We offer foreign students the opportunity to enjoy a stay in Seville, Madrid or Malaga while completing their academic career or carrying out professional internships.

We select the companies according to the student’s profile, adapting and translating the CV and accompanying the candidate in possible interviews.

We also organize training stays for groups of students and teachers to shadow educational centers and other places of interest related to the group’s training area.
Visa
If you reside in a non-European Union country and need a visa to be able to study Spanish in Spain for a long or short term, do not worry! The international team at the Idiomas Carlos V will manage your visa, so that you do not have to worry about it.

University Access
Idiomas Carlos V offers its students the possibility to prepare the Competency Tests to access Spanish universities.

The management of the necessary procedures for access to the university of foreign students is carried out through UNEDAssis.

Cultural program
Spain has so many cultural and tourist activities. During the students' stay, the activities department of Idiomas Carlos V organizes a complete program of daily cultural activities such as visits to the different museums and monuments, walks through emblematic places, excursions to nearby towns, etc.

Accompaniment
Our team, made up of multilingual professionals with years of specialized experience in different areas of work, will provide the help that you need in your administrative procedures, banking, etc. If you also do your internship with us, you will be accompanied.

Culture Exchange
Our relationships with universities, educational centers and professional training institutes allow us to put our foreign students into contact with local students to have a linguistic exchange.

Level tests and official exams
Idiomas Carlos V in Seville is an Accredited Center by the Cervantes Institute, the official DELE exam takes place in our facilities. We offer specific courses for their preparation.
Besides Spanish classes, Idiomas Carlos V offers a wide range of activities outside of class.

**VISITS**
Visit the centenary monuments, great museums, stroll through its most traditional neighborhoods and enjoy the varied cuisine from the city where you are.

**ACTIVITIES**
Discover the city by bike, ride a boat, ride a horse or practice many of the activities in the city. You have a wide range of activities at hand.

**WORKSHOPS**
Do you know how to cook a potato omelet? Do you dare to dance flamenco? Participate in dance classes, flamenco, guitar or in cooking workshops.

**EXCURSIONS**
You can visit nearby cities and discover more about the culture, architecture and traditions of Spain.

**EXCHANGES**
Different agreements with universities, institutes or colleges allow groups to exchange with students of the same age, and establish strong bonds of friendship.

“Sevilla is a wonderful city. A city with a long and beautiful history. In Idiomas Carlos V, we can learn something useful in English and Spanish. I love Idiomas Carlos V.”

-Igor, Poland-
**REINALDO (BRAZIL)**
I have done an intensive Spanish course for three weeks and the experience with the school was very good. First, the structure of the school, including the accommodation, has been excellent.

The classes were very good, they have a very motivating methodology for the students... To me, it has been a very rewarding experience.

**WEI KAI (CHINA)**
Idiomas Carlos V is a school certified by the Cervantes Institute with a high degree of professionalism. The School has a great experienced team in teaching languages, they make you learn Spanish in a very pleasant and entertaining way.

**SABINA (CZECH REPUBLIC)**
We live near the school, which is great, we have professors that are native speakers, so we learn a lot from them.

The culture here is stunning. The monuments are so beautiful, like Plaza de España, where we are right now. I love the local food and the host family is very lovely.

**CARINA (GERMANY)**
To me, Seville is a wonderful city... There are so many things to see, and experience... There are so many monuments... What I liked the most is that we have been able to have a perspective of the city in great detail.

I recommend everyone to live this experience because the level of the language is improved, you see how people work in another country... and personally, this experience transforms you.

**MICHELLE (AUSTRIAN)**
I came to do an Erasmus+ internship for a month with Idiomas Carlos V. My experience was incredible. I loved it from the very beginning... I fell in love with the city and the job and I integrated very fast.

I love the city, I love the people, I love the culture, the food... I like everything...
We offer the best advice and help with a team of native professionals in different languages to help prepare your project and to guarantee its success.

We manage all the necessary documentation for the project such as training agreements, letters of intentions or Europass and the like.

We locate internships and visit important companies of different sectors. We currently have more than 1000 collaborating companies.

The security of having an innovative partner, coordinator of KA2 projects for vocational training (VET Vocational Education and Training).
Spanish courses adapted to the needs of each group or project. Before and during the program, our schools offer the guarantee of being an **Accredited Center by the Cervantes Institute**.

We coordinate accommodation for students and teachers, in family houses, residences or shared apartments, as well as transportation from the airport, for visits to companies or excursions.

**We work with a wide network of vocational training centers and partners in Spain and Europe.**

Cultural program and activities for students and teachers during the different programs. Adapting to their needs.

Attention 24 hours a day, 7 days per week, by our team of native professionals in different languages.

**The experience of working with groups who come from more than 20 different countries.**
ACCOMODATION

Idiomas Carlos V has a wide range of accomodations for you during your stay in Seville, Malaga, and Madrid

We are more than a language school, we offer several housing options to our students. The accommodations we provide have been reviewed by our team of professionals to ensure that our students will be in a comfortable environment and in first-rate conditions.

Moreover, we have been working with many of our accomodations for many years, and consequently, have made very close ties to ensure confidence and trust as well as professionalism. We believe that they are the most suitable places to stay for our students and will make you feel at home.
Spain Host family:

The student will have a unique experience because you will be immersed in Spanish culture. This option is a great way to practice language in a familiar and comfortable environment.

Our professional team chooses and checks the household conditions, and makes sure the families are ideal for our students.

The houses are checked on the spot and bedrooms, bathrooms and other parts of the house must meet the required and highest standards.

Our families have been hosting our students for some time and we have created bonds of friendship which assures us that the student will feel secure in an environment full of trust, safety and warmth.

Families hosting students are also carefully vetted to ensure that the student will be in good hands during their stay. All families live nearby the school, therefore, our students can easily walk to our school. Within these accommodations, our students have several options to choose from.

Our students can opt for a double or single room. Likewise, half board or full board can also be chosen. Host family accommodation includes cleaning and laundry.
Student housings

Our student housing has all the comforts for students: high-speed wifi, room cleaning, laundry room, recreation room, patio, rooftop, dining room, etc.

This is an optimal environment to socialize and meet other students from other parts of the world and create a wide network of friends, to share and broaden our vision of the world.

Like the rest of accommodations that Idiomas Carlos V offers, student housing is located in places where the transportation network is quickly and easily accessible.
Shared apartment

Our students will be able to share a flat with other students, teachers or with the owners who share their dwelling with individual or double bedrooms, and shared or private bathrooms. The main advantage of this accommodation is that the student will have the freedom to make their own schedule.

The apartments we offer have been selected with the students’ comfort and convenience in mind. We would like the students who choose this accommodation option to feel at home. To achieve this, the apartments chosen by our professional team are the ones which offer a sense of home.

Every part of the house has been inspected by our team to ensure that our students will feel comfortable. The apartments that are offered by the school are located nearby and our team will make sure that the students know the way to school and back.

This type of accommodation offers several options. The student can choose between single or shared bedrooms with another student from our school. Likewise, you can choose between an individual or shared bathroom.
Hostel

Especially for groups of students so that everyone can stay together. Possible for both small and large groups that can be accommodated in rooms for 4, 6, 8 or 10 people with single bathrooms or shared facilities such as kitchen and living rooms.

Hostels are a perfect option for groups. Not only is it a great way to meet other students of different nationalities, but also to meet more colleagues on a day-to-day basis.

The hostels are close to the subway or bus so that our students can easily reach our school. This accommodation has all the necessary services. In addition, this service includes cleaning, laundry and breakfast.

Students interested in this service can request a personalized quote as this option can be adapted to all budgets.

As with every hosting service that we offer, our team has visited and checked that all establishments offer the greatest comfort for our students.
LOCATIONS

The School in Seville, next to Triana neighborhood, is located a 10-minute walk away from the historic center of the city where you can visit monuments, buildings and places of great artistic and cultural interest. The school is set in a modern building, spacious classrooms and fully equipped.

In Malaga, Idiomas Carlos V is located just 15 minutes walk from the old town and the beach. It is close to supermarkets, shops, bars and restaurants and well connected with the rest of the city by the magnificent network of urban transport. Moreover, our school is close to universities and great cultural, artistic and historical sites.

Idiomas Carlos V in Seville and Malaga are both close to the city center and well connected thanks to the public transport network.
SEVILLE
25 SITES

1. Cathedral of Seville
2. Real Alcázar Palace
3. Gardens of the Alcázar
4. Indian Archives
5. Seville’s Town Hall
6. Salvador Church
7. Royal Shipyard
8. Maestranza Theatre
9. Torre del Oro
10. Bullring of La Maestranza
11. University
12. Exposition building
13. “Queen’s sewing box”
14. Plaza de España
15. Cabildo Square
16. Carriage museum
17. Puente de Triana
18. Triana Market
19. Sailors’ chapel
20. Santa Ana Church
21. Fundación Cristina Heeren Flamenco
22. Triana District
23. Flamenco Academy
24. María Luisa Park
25. Santa Cruz Neighborhood
MALAGA

25 SITES

1. Encarnación Cathedral
2. Malaga Park
3. Atarazanas Central Market
4. Soho neighborhood
5. Old Bullring
6. Port of Malaga
7. Malagueta Beach
8. The Lamp of Malaga
9. Abbey Garden
10. Picasso Museum
11. Mercy Square
12. Roman Theater
13. Cervantes Theater
14. Museum of Glass and Crystal
15. Picasso Gardens
16. Carmen Thyssen Museum
17. Picasso Birthplace Museum
18. Palm Grove of Surprises
19. Historical Center
20. The Aurora
21. Gibralfaro Castle
22. Alcazaba
23. Malaga Museum
24. Larios Street
25. Town hall